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This chart is a graphical way to assess the cost-reflectivity of a demand
 charge tariff. It compares the unitised demand charge to each customer’s
 demand at the time of the network’s annual peak. Each blue dot
 corresponds to a single household in the SGSC database. We have used
 data from 3,876 households. 

The unitised demand charge calculates the cost imposed on the customer
 using a demand charge where the sum of the demand charge rates equals
 1. So for example, if an equal demand charge rate is applied in all months,
 the unitised demand charge rate = $1/12 per kW. If it is applied equally only
 in summer and winter months, it = $1/6 per kW. 

This is used because it makes it easier to compare the structure of different
 demand tariffs because it removes any differences due to demand charge
 rates. 
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If a tariff is cost-reflective, all the points would be on the red line. Those
 in the right hand circled area are reasonably close to being cost
-reflective.  

The households in the left circled area had high personal peaks and so
 received a high demand charge bill, even though they had low demand
 at the time of the network peak – indicating the demand charge is not
 cost-reflective. 
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Here, the demand charge rate is applied to the household demand at
 the time of the network peak – and so it is more cost reflective.  

The variation occurs because the unitised demand charge is applied to
 the coincident demand in each summer/winter month, whereas the x
 axis is the average demand during the 5 highest network peaks, 2 of
 which are in Jan. 

Note that the y axis is now showing that the unitised demand charge is
 compared to the household’s average demand during the top 5 network
 peaks. Later analysis showed that the optimal number of peaks for
 comparison is actually 8. This number will change depending on the
 load data. 
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This chart compares the conventional demand tariff on the first slide to
 the household average demand at the time of the 5 highest network
 peaks, and it can be seen that the correlation is much better. But it is
 still not as good as for the coincident demand tariff, as shown on the
 next slide. 
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It has been recommended that Ergon’s approach, which is based on
 averaging the top 4 household peaks in each month, might result in a
 more cost-reflective tariff, but it can be seen that it just results in the
 same type of scatter as the conventional demand tariff on the first slide. 
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This is used to show that although the aggregated (network) peak may
 look very smooth … 
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… but when you look at individual loads, they are nothing like the
 average – this is for 150 houses. 

This means it is very hard to pick in advance when a customer’s own
 peak will be. 
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For just 20 houses 
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It is hard to even tell which season a customer’s annual peak will be in.
 For both these datasets, although the network peak is in summer,
 about half the household annual peaks occur in winter. 
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A coincident demand tariff can have exactly the same charging window
 as a conventional demand tariff – and so from the customer’s point of
 view is the same ie. this is the time to reduce demand if possible. In
 fact, because the network has a good idea when the network demand
 peak will be, the charging window can be even smaller. 

Note that conventional demand charge tariffs are currently being
 approved with very large charging windows. 
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However, it is likely there will be more variability in the level of the
 customer’s coincident demand than there will be in the value of their
 own peak.  

This chart shows a randomly selected customer for Feb, and it can be
 seen that their own peak demand may vary between 1 and 2kW.  

However, in theory, the value of their coincident demand could vary
 between 0 and 2kW. This could increase the likelihood of bill shock. 
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Case 1 = standard flat rate tariff 
Case 2 = coincident demand tariff 
Case 3 = conventional demand tariff 

This shows that the conventional demand tariff results in greater
 variation that the flat rate tariff, and the coincident demand tariff in turn
 results in slightly greater variation. Thus, although the coincident
 demand tariff does indeed show increased potential for bill shock, it is
 only slightly greater than that of the conventional demand tariff.  

Note also that the bill shock goes both ways – bills can also decrease. 
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